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1. DÜBATION OF HEALTH ASSEMBLY SESSIONS (continuation from the seventh 
meeting): Item 5 of the Agenda (document EBlO/20) 

. . . . , • . •. • • • • 

The СНАЛЖ/Ш noted that the Board had before it the fbllowing draft resolution 

proposed Ъу Dr. Wickremesinghe : -

The Executive Board 

. . , • •. . • » : 

Having considered resolution WHA5A9 of the Fifth World Health Assembly； 

Noting that this resolution refers to the possibility of shortening 

fixture Health Assemblies but not necessarily the Sixth World Health Assembly; 
a n d , . 

Considering that a recommendation on the length of the Sixth World Health 

Assembly should be made only in the light of its agenda 

1. DECIDES to reconsider the question of the duration of the Sixth World 

Health Assembly at its eleventh session; and further 

2. BEQUESTS the Director-General to sutmit a report to that session which 

vould also enable the Board to study the possibility of shortening future 

Health Assemblies. 

,• • , • ‘ ‘‘ 

There was also a proposal by Dr. Taba that the session of the Sixth World 

Health Assembly should last for two weeks and that the technical discussions 

should take place during;the.first week in the evenings. He suggested that ‘ 

since Dr. ТаЪа'в proposal involved the greater change from the existing state 
« 

of affairs, it should be considered first. á 

Dr. TABA explained that Ъу "in the evenings" he meant any time after the 

close of the afternoon meetings. 
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Dr. MACKENZIE thought that before the Board proceeded to discuss Dr. Taba»s 

proposal it should consider whether it-was conpatible with, the decision taken by the 

adoption of the report of the working party on technical discussions 'wfei.cli; 

recommended "that the group discussions should take place after the initial plenary 

v.. . • .…‘ 
meetings of the Assembly and before the main committees begin ” 

Dr. TABA said that in putting forward his proposal he had not forgotten the 

rçport of th.e working party. He had thought that, as twelve days would probably be 

enough for the business of the Assembly one day might be set aside for technical 

discussions after the initial plenary meetings and arty further time needed could be 

taken in the evenings. The working party report said nothing about whether technical 

discussions shovild be held during the day or in the evening. 

• * * ' . • . 

Dr.. van den BERG did not think that Dr. Mackenzie's objection was valid. As far 
• • : ' 

as he remembered, it was the resolution in the working party's report, and not the 

report as a whole, that had been adopted. The resolution said nothing about when 

the technical discussions should take place 

Dr. MACKENZIE was sure that it was the report as a whole- -Kaa-fc- had been adopted. 

Ih i>eply to Dr. Taba, he pointed out that the report clearly recommended that 

discussions take place after the initial plenary meetings and before the main 

committees began, so that if technical discussions were held during that interval in 

the evenings there would be nothing to do in the daytime. 

However, he did not wish to make diffic\£Ltiee and hoped that Dr. Taba »s proposal 

would be adopted. All that was necessary was to reverse the previous decision by a 

two-thirds majority, which should be quite simple. 

1 
See Official Records No.43, annex 7 
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incidentally, he thought that it would be best if the technical discussions were 

held only in the evening, as 14 days seemed the minimum for completing the business 

of the Assembly. 

Dr. WXCKRMjiSIIŒ recalled that he had said that the technical discussions at 

the Fifth World Health Assembly had not been as good as they might have been. if the 

discussions at the next Ifealtíi Assembly were to be Ьгокел tqj into short evening 

meetings with no continuity they would be entirely useless. If it was impossible to 

provide three days for discussions, then let the Board decide on two days or even one-

and-a-half days, but at least it must be a single uninterrupted period. 

Professor САЖШгЗА agreed with Dr. Wickremesinghe. 

The DIRECTCR-CENEKáL recalled that he had said at the last meeting that the Board 

was under no direct obligation to shorten tfee session of the Sixth World Health Assembly. 

In any case, the decision of the Fifth World Health Assembly that technical discussions 

should be held during the Assembly, and in the first week, precluded arjy substantial 

shortening. A two weeks' session, plus three days for the technical discussions, 

would represent a 3li热t shortening of the Sixth World Health Assembly as compared 

with the Fifth, and that seemed all that could be done until further action eould be 

taken in respect of future Ifealth Assemblies. 

Dr. van den BERG said tiiat since the discussion at the last meeting he had reflected 

on ths question of technical discussions and had reached the following conclusion. In 

the first place, the Executive Board was bound by the decision of the îlfth World Health 

Assembly to study means of shortening future World Health Assemblies. In the second 
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• . * * 

place, it. must take account of the intentions behind that decision, which were clearly 

that the technical discussion should be of real value. Now the only plan that would 

offer any real possibility of shortening the next Health Assembly woiüd be to hold the 

technical discussions in ths evenings viiiich, he agreed Tilth Dr. Wickremesinghej would 

destroy their value. The. only course, therefore, as the Director-General had said, 

was to provide for a Health Assembly lasting two weeks, plüs three days for technical 

discussions, litoile recommending that for the Seventh Wisrld Health Assembly the discxissions 

take place between the end of the Assembly session and the beginning of the session of 

the Executive Board. 

Professor CANA.ESRIA thought' th&b experience' had shown that if tha teohnica?. 

discussions were to be of ацу rea.1 value at least three days were necessary. Ibrsonally^ 

he considered the technical discussions to be a most important feature of the Health 
* - • * t 0 - • , - . 

Assembly, not only from the point of view of the delegates who participated and were 

、.’ • ' • • • .--..+，..《• > ' - • *• • 

able,to exchange views, but also from the point of view of the work of the CTganiaation 

itself. 
• . » • . . . 、 ' . ' * . 

• • • ‘ • . » . - . . •, 

F.or the next Health Assembly, he agreed that there was no alternative to pi-6viding 

for a two weeks' session plus three days for technical discussions. The problem of 

finding ways of shortening future Assembly sessions could be considered only in a 

general manner because, as Dr. Mckremesinghe had pointed out, the exact agenda for 

the next session was not known • Doôumeftt EBlO/20 gave details of the ntmiber of plenary 

ató coimriittee meetings, that had been held 'at the Fifth World Health Assembly. Eleven 

pleíiáry mëètings had been Held, and his owr： feeling was that' to' reduce the number' of 

plenary meetings offered the best p'oS日ibàlii^r of shortening' the next session. At the 

last ses?;;on two or three meetings had been given over to general statements by chiefs 
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of delegations, and tiiat feature might well be reduced. A suggestion had also been 

made by Dr. Taba that the reports of the various committess need not necessarily be 
, « 

read in full at the plenary meetings. Ду such means it should be possible to reduce 

the number of plenary meetings from 11 to about eight. In that case, and taking into 

account that at the next Health Assembly it would not be necessary to discuss the 

International Sanitaiy Regulations, the business of the Assembly should be completed in 

two weeks. However, he m s not in favour of technical discussions after the meetings. 

It should be remembered that after delegations had been working all day it was necessary 

to leave some free time for studying documents, without which the discussions could 

nob produce any useful result. 

The CHAIRMAN thor^ht that before the discussion continued any further it must be 

decided whether, in the ligjit of what Dr. Mackenzie had said, it was in order to 

proceed, in view of the existence of a previous decision having a bearing on the 

question. 

The DIRECTbR-OEîERA.L thought that> Dr. Mackenzie was entirely right. The report 

of the working party had been adopted, and therefore a two-thirds majority would be 

required for any decision to arrange the timetable for the technical discussions in 

amy way other than that recommended in the report. 

After some further discussion, Dr. van den BERG reiterated his belief that the 

report of the working party had not been adopted, but only the resolution included in 
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There followed an exchange of views aa to whether the report had in fact been 

adopted. The Board concluding that it had, the CHAIEMAN put to the vote a proposal 

•bJ^t the discussion on the relevant parta of the report be reopened. 

The result of the TOte was 8 for and 8 against, and the proposal was therefore 

rejected. 

The DIRECTŒÎ-GENERAL observed that the decision that the group technical 

discussions should take place after the initial plenary meetings and before the main 

committees began must therefore stand. . Ihe. question of. the length of time to be 

' t . 

allotted to the discussions remained open, and the draft resolution proposed by 

Dr, Wickr^mesinghe was also open for adoption. 

Professor PERREIRA, supported by Professor Alivisatos, proposed that the period 

allotted to technical discussions should be three days. 

Decision; The propo^il was adopted unanimously, 

•Ше Œ k m m put to the vote the draft resolution proposed by Dr. Wickremesinghe. 

» . 

Decision： The draft resolution was adopted ty 11 votes to 2，with two 
abstentions. (See resolution EBÍ0.R23.) 

PbAŒ OF FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 24 of the Agenda 

* . 

Professor ALIVISATOS noted that no invitations had yet been received to hold 

Health Assembly sessions elsewhere than at headquarters. TJatil invitations 怖re 

recaived and in view of the expense of holding sessions elsewhere, he thought that 

they must continue to be held at headquarters. 
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Dr. TABA thought that, in the light of the discussions in the Committee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters at the Fifth World Health Assembly and of 

the resolution adopted by the Health Assembly itself (Шй5с48) it 磁c l e a r that tbe^Aaeaiib^ 

•was in favour of holding its sessions in a variety of places. however, the resolution 

stipulated that an- invitation must be received, and. he therefore та.shed to suggest 

that the Director-.General should draw the attention of goveramsnts particularly to 

this resolution. 

The DIREGTOR-GENERáL saw no objection to Dr. Taba's sugestión. 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE did not see how any government could extend an invitation 

without some idea of the expense involved. The "50% to "75% of the excess costs" 

stipulated in the resolution meant nothing. 

Mr. SIEGELj Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

thought that twe s-jggestion of Dr. Taba and the difficulty raised by Dr. Wickremesinghe 

might be met by a circular letter to governments calling their attention to the 

resolution of the Health Assembly and asking any that теге interested to apply to'the 

Director-General for detailed estimates in the light of the type of facilities ttiey 

were ready to provide.. 

He thought that the intention of the Health Assembly in adopting the resolution 

was to begin as soon as possible to explore the possibilities of holding a session of 

the Assembly elsewhere than at headquarters at seine time in the future. The planning 

need not be in relation to ax̂ r specific future Health Assembly. 
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Another aspect to be considered was the question- of üeeting the cost above the 

5CÇÈ to 75多 provided by the host governments Зд that connexion he drew, attention to .. 

•Ше reference in paragraph 4 of doctiment EB10/28^to the suggestion of the №aizman 

of thé Coramittee on Administration. Finance and Legal Matters that the Executive Board 

should consider the possibility of setting aside a..sum of #20,000 to' ï;30,000 each 

year for the ргггрозе- If that suggestion was adopted the entire cost yrould not have 

to be met frcm tho budget of ary one year, and the full amount accumulated need not 

necessarily be used for sarsy one session away frcan headquarters. 
> . • 

. Г • 

Professor FEREEIRA. said that he had left Brazil to attend the Health Assembly 

with instructions from, his Goverment to obtain estimates of the cost of holding a 
• • , • • . . . • * . 

Health Assembly in Rio de Janeiro. He realized that that was not possible for the 
* • • • • • . . -

mranent, but he wished to know whether, if his Government provided certain facilities 

such as accommodation, translation and interpreters, those facilities could be. 

considered as part.of its contribution, or whether the entire amount must be in mcmey. 

The question was important, as it vrould affect the amount that would have to be 

appropriated in Congress。 

Finally, he wished to point out that once circular letters were, received and 

negotiations began a considerable пшЬег of с ountries mjiiild be interested, as the 

entire budget for the Assembly would be spent in the host country. 

Mr. S3EŒL thought that ary facilities provided by a host country would properly 

be considered as part of its contribution as long as the facilities were such as 

could be fully utilized by the Health Assembly. 

Reproduced as annex S to Officir.l Records NoA3 
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Returning to the question of the part of the cost to be met by the Organization, 

he suggested that the Board might recommend to the Health Assembly that it draw on the 

Working Capital Fund for the purpose, the sum to be reimbursed later. The Board might 

also consider asking the Director-General to add 遽20，000 to §30,000 to the budget 

estimates for 1954 to start the special fund suggested by the Chairman of the Committee 

on Administration， Finance and Legal Matters. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that in view of the discussion that had taken place the Board 

might ask the Director-General to continue the study of the question on the lines 

indicated in the resolution of the Health Assembly and to report to the next session 

of the Board. The proposal of Dr. Taba and the suggestions of Mr. Siegel could be 

taken into account. 

Professor CÂNâiPERIâ thought that the Board should take a decision on the 

suggestion that a sum be set aside each year to build up a special fund. He himself 

was in favour of the suggestion, and proposed that a sum of |25,000 be set aside in 

the budget for 1954. 

The CHAIRMAN called far a vote on the proposal. Зд reply to a question by 

Dr. H^rek, he said that the proposal to send a circular letter to governments drawing 

their attention to the resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly was already 

approved, there being no objections. 

The proposal of Professor Canaperla utas adopted by 14 votes to one. 

(See resolution EB10.R25.) 
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3 . , DATE AND-PUCE OF THE SIXTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 25 of the Agenda 

.Two. proposals were made for the opening date of the Sixth World Health Assembly: 

(1) by Dr.. TO.GEBA, seponded by Dr* ШЕК，for Wednesday, 6 May 1953, and (2) by 

Dr；ЩСККЕрЕЗЖНЕ5 seconded by Professor CâNAîERIA, for Tuesday, 5 May X953« 

Decision: A vote was taken on the latter proposal and ths Board approved l̂ r 

12 votes to two, inrith no abstentions, the date of 5 May 1953 for the opening 

.......of. the Sixth World Health Assembly in Geneva. (See resolution EE10.R24.) 

4 . м .DATE АЩ) PUCE OF .THE ELEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE ВШШ: Item 26 of the . 

.igenda…(docunents'EB10/25 and EBlO/30) 

The DIRECT0R43ENERáL remarked that in view of the important items referred to the 

Board by the Fifth World Health Assembly and the rnanber of studies to be prepared in 

connexion therewith, the eleventh session was likely to be an extremely heavy one 等 

He suggested Monday, 12 Jàrmary 1953, for the opening of the Board's next session. 

•V - ' , ,- . . . 1 . . . . 

Dr# HAYEK asked whether there would be any objection to the Board1 s eleventh 

session beginning on the Tuesday to спг,Ъ1е шйЬогз on ar/aving to procure ai)d study 

сщ- docunontation that might not he.ve reached thèm at their homes,» 

. . . . • . . 

The DIRECTOEMEMERAX said there iwas no objection from the Secretariat point of 

view. 
, » ‘ ‘ 

Professor CANâïERIà was in favour of Monday. -;;ould Ъо ir.vorré'jrb not to 1озо any-

time <» 
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Mr. SIEŒL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

replying to a question by Dr. Taba, said that January was the best possible month for 

the winter session of the Board, in order to comply with the requirements of the Rules 

o f Кпэс^ш^ concerning the time allowed for circulation of documents for the Health 

Assembly, and in order to permit the Director-General to prepare his annual programme 

and budget before the Board met. 

Dr. Ш Е К asked for a vote to be taken on his proposal. 

Decision; 工七 тгаз agreeâ by eleven votes to two., TTith one ab3iont±oaj that 

the opening dr.te should be Mondr.y, 12 ^лиг.ху 1953> (Sec тезоХи^лд Ж Ш ^ ! ^ . ) 
, » 

The СНАШШШ then called on Dr. Hayek to introduce his proposal that the place 

ó £ meeting of the eleventh session should be Monaco (document EBlO/30). 

Dr. HAïEK said he had nothing to add to the observations in section 2 of 

document EBlO/30. 

Dr. DAENGSVAMG could not agree to the suggestion that the next session should be 

held'away from headquarters, particularly in view of the number of important questions 

t o b e d e a l t wi让 and the additional costs involved to the Organization. 

áflhe request of the Chairman, Mr. SIEŒL reported that the total ¿ost to the 
• » • ‘ ‘ . . . . . .. �' ‘ 

Organization, assuming that the host country would provide the necessazy conference 

a n d o f f i c e accommodation, would be in the nei由 bourhood of ^26,000, over and above 

the present appropriation included in the 1953 budget. 



Dr. HAYEK 日 aid he was pre paired to withdraw his proposal if Dr. Togba would 

propose the alternative of Alexandria. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that, provided thC;t adequate oonfercncc spaoo could be nade availal: 

the additional expenditure would be a little less than that for Monaco, probably 

* 

about |25,000. 

Dr. TOGBA withdrew his proposal. 

Dr. IETiOUX felt that the Board was not justified in spending funds uriiich could 

be better devoted to other purposes. 

Decision; Dr. Hayek and Dr. Togba having mthdrawn their proposals, the 

Board unanimously agreed that its eleventh session should be held in Geneva. 

(See resolution EB10.R26.) 
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Professor ALIVISATOS felt that it might be possible to meet s卿lementaiy 

expenses, - but only in the event of a firm invitation from a Member State. 

Dr. TOGBA wondered whether it would not be possible for the Board to hold its 

next session in Alexandriaj particularly as the important question of the Regional 

Committee fer the Eastern Mediterranean would come up for discussion. 

D r . f3CKBEMESINGHE queried -vrtiether the Board was ccmpetent to discuss 

Dr. Hayek's proposal, sinoe no firm invitation had been received from the Principality 

of Monaco. 
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5. NúMffiR OF MEMBERS ON THE EXECUflVE BOARD: Proposal by Dr. Hayek： Item 27.1 

of the Agenda (document EBIO/ЗО ) 

Dr, HAYEK said he had nothing to add to what was stated in document ЕВЮ/ЗО, 

section 1 . It would be recalled that the question had been discussed in the 

General Committee, of the Fourth World Health Assembly without ацу decision being 

reached. Nevertheless the importance and urgency of creating permanent members 

of the Board was becoming more and more obvious, owing to the increasing mimber 

of new Members of the Organisation. Personal^ be felt that it was illogical 

for some of the тозге highly developed countries not to have persons permanently 

designated to the Board. It was' essential to modify the composition of the 

Executive Board, the more so since action with a similar object had recently 

been taken by FAO and ILO in regard to the composition of their executive bodies. 

His proposal was the more justified since the principle of biennial Assemblies, 

had beçn accepted. 

He proposed that the following paragraph should be added to the proposal 

outlined in document EBlO/30i 

The Executive Board 

REQUESTS the Director-General to comunicate the point of view of the 

• Board to Menber States and to submit a report thereon.to a later session 

of the Board. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the number of 18 members constituting tte 

Board had no relation whatever to the number of States which had adhered in 1946 to 

the newly formed organization, but had been originally decided upon by the International 

Health Conference. 

Professor ALIVISATOS proposed that the question should be studied by the . 

Director-General and a report s^abmitted to the Board1 s eleventh session. 

The DIRECTCR-GEENERAL spoke of the extensive study of the problem by the 61 

countries represented at the International Health Conference and later by the Executive 

Board and World Health Assemblies. There -was little to add to what had already been 

reported, but if the Board wished the previous discussions to b© reproduced, that could 

of course be done• 

. • ‘ í 

• •• . . . I 

Dr. TABA, was not convinced by Dre Hayekrs argments. The number of 18 had been 

selected, after very careful consideration, and experience had not. shown the need for 

that пшЬег to be increased• It was true that some countries were more experienced in 

the different branches of medicine^ but their advice could always be sought and their 

views made known in the Health Assembly. Apart from those consideratl9ns5 he felt 
h 

that permanent re pre sentati oñ on the Board would be undemocratic• 
. , 1 

He wondered iwhether T)”，Hayek would be prepared to withdraw proposal for 

the time being, pending further consideration and perhaps sutanission of the question 

to a later session. 



Dr. TO(BA was inclined to support Dr, 

be overlooked that members of the Board did 

but the world at large. He likewise felt 

any case^ it would involve an amendment to 

Dr. HAYEK said that one of the facts which had caused him to present his proposal 

•was that the number of States Members of the Organization had by now increased 

to 77- As to the "undemocrafcic" character of the proposal, he would only refer to 

the fact that two other specialised agencies, namely FAO and 3^0，had already modified 

the composition of their executive bodies. As to the choice of countries to 

designate persons to serve on the Boards that ш з a matter for the Health Assembly to 

1 decide. 

The CHAIRMAN directed attention to section 4e2jtl of the Handbook of Resolutions 

and Decisions (page 143) containing relevant resolutions of the World Health Assembly 

and Executive Board. 

, Dr. BRAVO moved the closure of the ciebate and suggested that a vote should be 

taken on Dr. H^rek1 s proposal. 

Dr» TABA, wondered whether the Board was competent to discuss the matter, which 

would seem to fall more within the province of the Health Assembly. 

Dr# HAÏEK explained that he was not asking for a decision at the present stage • 

He merely wished the proposal outlined in document EBlO/30 arri the opinion of the 

Board to be circulated to Member States by the Director-General and a report tíiereon 

submitted to a later session. 
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Taba1 s compromise proposal• It should not 

not represent their respective countries 

that the proposal was undemocratic and, in 

the Constitution. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL remarked that any resolution taken V the Board would be 

tranomitted to governments for their consideration at a&ture Health Assembly, but he 

suggested that the Board should first decide whether it was in favour, or otherwise, 

of the recommendation. 

Deeisiont Dr., Hayek's proposal was rejcutó4 Ъ,т 

•twelve votes to one, with two abstentions. 

‘ • -

6. . . INTERIM REPORT CONCERNING THE STATUS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REGIŒiAL 

OFFICE FOR AFRICA: Item 27.2 of the Agenda (document ЕВЮ/27) 

Dr. TOGBA proposed that the Director-General should be requested to take the 

necessary steps for an agreement to be concluded as soon as possible in accordance чЦ.^ 

I» 

the principles and conditions already accepted by other host govermients, and to 

report thereon to the eleventh session of the Board. 
a 

4 > 

Decision; The Board noted document EBlO/27 and approved Dr. Togba's proposal. 

(Sec resolution EBI0.R27.) 

7- REVIEW OF APPOINTMENTS TO EXÏERT ADVISORÏ PANELS АЖ) CCMMITTEES: Item 10 of tbe 
Agenda (document EBIO/19) 

ïîie DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the composition of expert advisory panels 

and committees was not complete, new members being added, as and when expert ccsmnittees 

convened, in accordance with the requirements of particular items on the agenda. 

Professor GâKA.PERIA made the following prierai comments í It would be noted that 

while the panels of experts listed in document ЕВЮ/19 were, established on a fair 

geographical distribution, several were far from ccmplete. . Ife suggested that the 
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Expert Advisory Panels on (1) International Quarantine, (2) Professional and Technical 

Education and (3) Public Health Administration should be enlarged as soon а.з possible. 

He hoped that the Board would be in a position to examine a more complete list 

of panels and expert committees at its eleventh session. 

Decision: Eie Board noted doovaient EBlO/19. (See resolution EB10.R28.) 

8 . CLOSURE OF SESSION 

Иге CHAIRMAN said that all items on ths agenda had been disposed of. Before 

closing the session, he mshed to thank all members for their loyal co-operation, which 

had enabled the Board's proceedings to be concluded promptly. It had been a great 

pleasure to preside over the meetings and he greatly appreciated the fiiend3y attitude 

and help of all. 

Dr. BRAVO， on behalf of the Board, expressed appreciation of the able leadership 

and the tact iwlth váiich the Chairman had conducted the debates, thus enabling the Board 

to reach positive conclusions and to finish the wcrlc within so short a time. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked. Dr. Bravo and declared the tenth session closed. 

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m-> 
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1 . DURATION OF HEALTH ASSEMBLY SESSIONS (Continuation): Item 5 of the Agenda 

(Documents A5./R/49 and EKLO/20) 

The CHAIRM&N noted that the Board had before it the following draft resolution 

proposed by Dr. Wickremesinghe : 

The Executive Board. 

Having considered resolution A5/R/49 of the Fifth World Health Assembly; 

Noting that this resolution has in mind the possibility of shortening 

future Health Assemblies but not necessarily the Sixth World Health Assembly; and 

Considering that the length of the Sixth World Health Assembly should be 

dealt with only in the light of the agenda for that session, 

1 . DECIDES to reconsider the question relating to the Sixth World Health 

Assembly at its ele^renth session; and further 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to submit a report to the eleventh session 

which would enable it to study the possibility of shortening future Health 

Assemblies. 

There ivas also a proposal by Dr« Taba that the session of the Sixth World 

Health Assembly should last for two weeks and that the technical discussions should 

take place daring the first week in the evenings. He suggested that since 

Dr. Taba1 s proposal involved the greater change from the existing state of affairs 

it should be considered first. 

Dr. TABA explained that by "in the evenings" he meant any time after the close 

of the afternoon meetings. 



Dr. MACKENZIE thought that before the Board proceeded to discuss Dr. Taba1s 

proposal it should consider whether it was compatible with the decision taken by the 

adoption of the report of the working party on technical discussions (EBlO/29), which 

recommended "that the group discussions should take place after the initial plenary-

meetings of the Assembly and before the main committees begin ” 

Dr. TABA said that in putting forward his proposal he had not forgotten the 

report of the working party. Hs had thought that, as twelve days would probably be 

enough for the business of the Assembly one day night be set aside for technical 

discussions after the initial plenary meetings and any further time needed could be 

taken in the evenings. The working party report said nothing about whether technical 

discussions should be held during the day or in the evening. 

Dr. van den BERG did not think that Dr. Mackenzie's objection was valid. As far 

as he remembered, it was the resolution in the irorking party's report, and not the 

report as a whole, that had been adopted. The resolution said nothing about when 

the technical discussions should take place 

Dr. MCKENZIE was sure that it ms the report as a whole which had been adopted. 

In reply to Dr. Taba, he pointed out that the report clearly recommended that 

discussions take place after the initial pxenary meetings and before the main 

committees began, so that if technical discussions were held during that interval in 

the evenings there would be nothing to do in the daytime. 

However, he did not wish to make difficulties and hoped that Dr. Taba•s proposal 

would be adopted. All that was necessary was to reverse the previous decision by a 

two-thirds majority, which should be quite simple. 
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Incidental 丄 у, he thought that it would be best if the te elm cal discussions were 

held only in the evening, as 14 days seemed the minimum for completing the business 

of the Assembly. 

Dr. WICKREMESINOffi recalled that he had said that the technical discussions at 

the Fifth World Health Assembly had net been as good as they might have Ъееп。 If the 

discussions at the next Health Assembly were to be broken up into short- evening 

meetings with no continuity* they would be entirely useless о If it was Impossible to 

provide three days for discussions^ then let tha Eoard decide on two dajs or even one-

and-a-half days, but at least it must be a single uninterrupted period。 

Professor CANA.PERIA. agreed with Dr. Wickremesinghee 

The DIRECTOR—ŒNERAb recalled that he had said at the last meeting that the Board 

was under no direct obligation to shorten the session of the Sixth World Healtxi Assembly. 

In any case^ the decision of tha Fifth World Health Assembly that technical discussions 

should be held during the Assembly, and in the first week、 precluded any substantial 

shortening• A two weeks' session^ pZus three days for the te^hiiioal discussions, 

would represent a slight shortening of the Sixth World Health Assembly as compared 

with the Fifth, and that seemed all that could be done until further action covld be 

taken in respect of fut are Heai^n Assemb 丄丄es. 

Dr. van den BERG said that since the discussion at the last meeting he had reflected 

on the question of technical discussions and had rea?hod the following conclusion. In 

the first place, the Executive Board was bound by the decision of the Flfóh World Health 

Assembly to study means of shortening future World Health Assemblies。 In the second 



place, it must take account of the intentions behind that decision, which were clearly 

that the technical discussion should be of real value. Now the only plan that would 

offer any real possibility of shortening the next Health Assembly would be to hold the 

technical discussions in the evenings which, he agreed ifith Dr. Wickremesinghe, would 

destrqy their value. The only course, therefore, as the Dire ct or-General had said, 

was to provide fxjr a Health Assembly lasting two weeks, plus three days for technical 

discussions, while recommencing that for the Seventh World Health Assembly the discussions 

take place between the end of the Assembly session and the beginning of the session of 

the Executive Board. 

Professor CAMA.ÎERIA thought that experience had shown that if the technical 

discussions were to be of aiy real value at least ishree days were necessary. Personally, 

he considered the technical discussions to be a most important feature of the Health 

Assembly, not only from the point of view of the delegates who participated and were 

able to exchange views, but also from the point of view of the work of the Organization 

itself. 

For the next Health Assembly, he agreed that there was no alternative to providing 

for a two weeks' session plus three days for technical discussions. The problem of 

finding ways of shortening future Assembly sessions could be considered only in a 

general manner because, as Dr. Wickremesinghe had pointed out, the exact agenda for 

the next session was not known. Document EB10/20 gave details of the пшЬег of plenary 

and committee meetings that had been held at the Fifth World Health Assembly. Eleven 

plenary meetings had been held, and his own feeling was that to reduce the number of 

plenary meetings offered the best possibility of shortening the next session. At the 

last session two or three meetings had been given over to general statements by chiefs 



of delegations, and that feature might well be reduced. A suggestion had also been 

made by Dr. Taba that the reports of the various committees need not necessarily be 

read in full at the plenary meetings. Tiy such means it should be possible to reduce 

the number of plenary meetings from 11 to about eight. In that case, and taking into 

account that at the next Health Assembly it would not be necessary to discuss the 

International Sanitaiy Regulations, the business of the Assembly should be completed in 

two weeks• However, he m s not in favour of technical discussions aftar the meetings• 

It should be remembered that after delegations had been working all day it was necessary 

to leave some free time for studying docmients, without which the discussions could 

not produce any useful result. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that before the discussion contirmed any further it must be 

decided whether, in the li^it of what Dr. Mackenzie had said, it was in order to 

proceed, in view of the existence of a previous decision having a bearing on the 

question. 

The DIBECTCR-GENERAL thought that Dr. Mackenzie was entirely right. The report 

of the working party had been adopted; and therefore a two-thirds majority would be 

required for any decision to arrange the timetable for the technical discussions in 

any way other than that recommended in the report. 

After some further discussion, Dr。 van den BERG reiterated his belief that the 

report of the working party had not been adopted, but only the resolution included in 

it . 



« 

There followed an exchange of views as to whether the report had in fact been 

adopted. The Board concluding that it had, the CHAIEMAN put to -the vote a proposal 

that the discussion on the relevant parts of the report be reopeped-. 

The result of the vote was 8 for and 8 against, and the proposal was therefore 

rejected . ‘ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that the decision that the group technical 

discussions should take place after the initial plenary meetings and before the main 

committees began must therefore stand. The question of the length of time to be 
•. • • 1 

allotted to the. discussions remained open, and the draft resolution proposed by 

Dr. Wickremesinghe was also open for adoption. 

Professor FERREIRA, supported by Professor Alivisatos, proposed that the period 

allotted to technical discussions should be three days. 

Decision: The proposal was adopted unanimously. 

The -СНАГОШШ put to the vote the draft resolution proposed by Dr. Wickremesinghe. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted by 11 votes to 2， with two 

abstentions. 

2 . PLACE CF FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 24 of the Agenda (Documents A5/R/48 am 

EELO/28) 

Professor ALIVISATOS noted that no invitations had yet been received to hold 

Health Assembly sessions elsewhere than at headq-uai-ters. Until invitations were 

reoaived and in view of the expense of holding sessions elsewhere, he thought that 

they must continue to be held at headquarters. 



Dr. TABA thought that, in the light of the discussions in the Committee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters at the Fifth World Health Assembly and of 

the resolution adopted by the Health Assembly itself, it was clear that the Assembly 

was in favour of holding its sessions in a variety of places. However, the resolution 

stipulated that an invitation must be received, and he therefore та.died to suggest 

that the Dire ctor-General should draw the attention of governments particularly to 

this resolution. 

The DIRECTQR-ŒNERAL saw no objection to Dr. Taba1 s suggestion. 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE did not see how any government could extend an invitation 

without some idea of the expense involved. The "50% to 75% of the excess costs" 

stipulated in the resolution meant nothing. 

Mr. SIECSL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

thought that the suggestion of Dr. Taba and the difficulty raised by Dr. Wickremesingle 

might be met by a circular letter to governments calling their attention to the 

resolution of the Health Assembly and asking any that ware interested to apply to'the 

Dire ctor-General for detailed estimates in the light of the type of facilities they 

were ready to provide. 

He thought that the intention of the Health Assembly in adopting the resolution 

was to begin as soon as possible to explore the possibilities of holding a session of 

the Assembly elsewhere than at headquarters at some time in the future. The planning 

need not be in relation to any specific future Health Assembly. 



Another aspect to be considered was the question of meeting the cost above the 

50J5 to 15% provided by the host government. In that connexion he drew attention to 

the reference in paragraph 4 of document EBlO/28 to the suggestion of the Chairman 

of the Committee on Administration^ Finance and Legal Matters that the Executive Board 

should consider the possibility of setting aside a swn of $20，000 to {00,000 each 

year for the purpose. If that suggestion was adopted the entire cost would not have 

to be met from the budget of aiy one year, and the fvll amount acctmmlated need not 

necessarily be used for any one session away from headquarters. 

Professor FERREIRA said that he had left Brazil to attend the Health Assembly 

with instructions from his Gcverment to obtain estimates of the cost of holding a 

Health Assembly in Rio de Janeiro• He realized that that was not possible for the 

moment， but he wished to know whether3 if his Government provided certain facilities 

such as accommodation^ translation and interpreters, those facilities could be 

considered as part of its contribution, or whether the entire amount must be in money. 

The question was important^ as it "would affect the amount that would have to be 

appropriated in Congre ss• 

Finally, he wished to point out that once circular letters were received and 

negotiations began a considerable rmmber of countries'Truild be interested, as the 

entire bid get for the Assembly would be spent) in the host country. 

Mr. SIEGEL thought that ацу facilities provided by a host country would properly 

be considered as part of its contribution as long as the facilities were such as 

could be fully utilized by the Health Assembly. 
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Returning to the question of the part of the cost to be met by the Prganization, 

he suggested that the Board might recommend to the Health Assembly that it draw on the 

Working Capital Fund for the purpose, the sum to be reimbursed later. The Board might 

also consider asking the Director-General to add $20,000 to $30,000 to the budget 

estimates for 1954 to start the special fund suggested by the Chairman of the Committee 

on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters. 

The CHAIRMA.N thought that in view of the discussion that had taken place the Board 

might ask the Director-General to continue the study of the question on the lines 

indicated in the resolution of the Health Assembly and to report to the next session 

of the Board. The proposal of Dr. Taba and the suggestions of Mr. Siegel could be 

taken into account. 

Professor CANáEERIA. thought that the Board should take a decision on the 

suggestion that a sum be set aside each year to build up a special fund. He himself 

was in favour of the suggestion, and proposed that a sum of $25,000 be set aside in 

the budget for 1954. 

The CHAIRMAN called for a vote on the proposal. 3h reply to a question by 

Dr. H取ek, he said that the proposal to send a circular letter to governments drawing 

their attention to the resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly was already 

approved, there being no objections. 

Decision; The proposal of Professor Ganaperia -was adopted by 14 votes to one. 



3. DATE АШ PLACE OF THE SIXTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 25 of the Agenda 

(document A5/R/47) 

Two proposals were made for the opening date of the Sixth World Health Assembly: 

(1) by Dr. TOGBA，seconded by Dr, HA.YEK, for Wednesday, 6 May 1953, and (2) by 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE, seconded by Professor GA.NA.ÎERIA., for Tuesday, 5 May 1953 

Decision: A vote was taken on the latter proposal and the Board approved by 

12 votes to two, with no abstentionss the date of 5 May 1953 for the opening 

of the Sixth World Health Assembly in Geneva. 

4. DATE AND PLACE OF THE ELEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE ВСШШ: Item 26 of the 

Agenda (docunents EBlO/25 and EB10/303 section 2) 

The DIEECTOR-GENERAL remarked that in view of the important items referred to the 

Board by the Fifth World Health Assembly and the number of studies to be prepared in 

connexion there-wit h, the eleventh session was likely to be an extremely heavy one. 

He suggested Monday, 12 January 1953， for the opening of the Board's next session. 

Dr. HAYEK asked whether there would be any objection to the Board's eleventü 

session beginning on a Tuesday to enable members to procure and study the necessary 

documentation. 

The DШЕCTOR-ŒNERA.L said there v&s no objeclion from the Secretariat point of 

view. 

Professor CAMEERIA. was in favour of Monday, 12 January 1953，owing to the hea-vy 

agenda of the eleventh session. 



Mr. SIEŒL, Assistant Dire ctor-General, Department of Administration arú Finance, 

replying to a question by Dr. Taba, said that January was the best possible month for 

the winter session of the Board, in order to comply with the reqiiirements of the Rules 

of Procedure concerning the time allowed for circulation of documents for the Health 

Assembly, and in order to permit the Director-General to prepare his annual programme 

and budget before the Board met. 

D r * H Â Ï E K asked for a vote to be taken on his proposal, which would enable members 

to call for the documentation prepared for the eleventh session. 

Decision: The Chairman put to the vote the proposal for Monday, 12 Januaiy 1953, 

as the opening date of the Board's eleventh session, which was approved by eleven 

votes to two with ene abstention. 

The CHAIRMâN then called on Dr. Hayek to introduce his proposal that the place 

of meeting of the eleventh session should be Monaco (document ЕВЮ/ЗО). 

Dr. HA.IEK said he had nothing to add to the observations in section 2 of 

document ЕВЮ/ЗО. 

Dr. DAENGSVANG could not agree to the suggestion that the next session should be 

held away frcm headquarters, particularly in view of the number of important questions 

to be dealt with and the additional costs involved to the Organization. 

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. SIEŒL reported that the total cost to the 

Organization, assuming that the host countiy would provide the necessary conference 

and office accommodation, would be in the nei^ibourhood of $26,000, over and above 

the present appropriation included in the 1953 budget. 



Professor ALIVISATOS felt that it might be possible to meet supplementary 

expenses, but only in the event of a firm invitation frcm a Member State. 

Dr. TOGBA. wondered whether it would not be possible for the Board to hold its 

next session in Alexandria, particularly as the important question of the Regional 

Committee of the Eastern Mediterranean would come up for discussion. 

. IpD'KREMESINGHE queried whather the Board was competent to disciiss 

Dr. Hayek1 s proposal since no firm invitation had been received from the Principality 

of Monaco. 

Dr. HAYEK said he was prepared to withdraw his proposal if Br. Togba would 

propose the alternative of Alexandria. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that, providing adequate conference space could be made available, 

the additional expenditure would be a little less than that for Monaco, probably 

about $25^0ао. 

Dr. TOGBA withdrew his proposal. 

ÛT. IEhOUX felt that the Board was not justified in spending funds which could 

be better devoted to other purposes. 

Decision; Dr. Hayek and Dr. Togba having vithdrawn their proposals, the 

Board unanimously agreed that its eleventh session would be held in Geneva. 



N № R OF MEMBERS ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Proposal by Dr. Hayek- Item 27 1 
of the Agenda (document EB10/30, section 1) У • 工 舰 2 7 , 1 

HAÏM said he had nothing to add'to what was stated in document ЕВЮ/30, 

section 1. It would be recalled that the question had been discussed in the 

General Committee of the Fourth World Health Assembly without any decision being 

reached. Nevertheless the importance and urgency of creating pemanent members 

of the Board was becoming more and more obvious, owing to the increasing number 

of new Members of the Organization. Personally he felt that it was illogical 

for some of the more highly developed countries not to have persons permanently 

designated to the Board. It was essential to modify the composition of the 

Executive Board, the more so since action with a similar object had recently 

been taken by FAO and ITO in regard to the composition of their executive bodies. 

His proposal was the more Justified since the principle of biennial Assemblies, 

had been accepted. 

H e p r 0 p 0 S e d t h a t t h e Allowing paragraph should be added to the proposal 

outlined in document ЕВЮ/ЗО： 

"The Executive Board 

BEQUESTS the Director-General to communicate the point of view of the 

Board to Member States and to submit a report thereon to a later session 

of the Board." 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained tha^ the number of 18 members constituting the 

Board had no relation whatever to the nvmiber of States which had adhered in 1946 to 

the newly formed organization, but had been originally decided upon by the biternational 

Health Conference. 

Professor ALIVISATOS proposed that the question should be studied by the 

Director-General and a report submitted to the Board's eleventh session. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL spoke of the extensive study of the problem by the 61 

countries represented at the International Health Conference and later by the Executive 

Board and World Health Assemblies. There тяаз little to add to what had already been 

reported, but if the Board wished the previous discussions to be reproduced, that could 

of course be done. 

Dr. TABA, was not oontinced by Dr. Hayek1s arguments. The number of 18 had been 

selected after very careful consideration, and experience had not shown the need for 

that number to be increased. It was true that some covintries were more experienced in 

the different branches of medicine, but their advice could always be soumit and their 

views made known in the Health Assembly» Apart from those considerations, he felt 

that permanent representation on the Board would be undemocratic. 

He wondered i/diether Dr. Hayek would be prepared to withdraw his proposal for 

the time being, pending further consideration and perhaps submission of the question 

to a later session. 



Dr. TOGBA was inclined to siqjport Dr. Taba's compromise proposal. It should not 

be overlooked that members of the Board did not represent their respective countries 

but the world at large. He likewise felt that the proposal was undemocratic and, in 

any case, it would involve an amendment to the Constitution. 

Dr. HáYÉK said that one of the facts which had caused him to present his proposal 

was that the number of States Members of the Organization had by now increased 

to 77. As to the "undemocratic» character of the proposal, he would only refer to 

the fact that two other specialized agencies, namely FAO and ITO, had already modified 

the composition of their executive bodies. As to the choice of countries to 

designate persons to serve on the Board, that m a a matter for the Health Assembly to 

decide. 

The CHAIRMAN directed attention to section 4 .2 ,1 of the Handbook of Resolutions 

Decisions (pa辟 143) containing relevant resolutions of the World Health Assembly 

and Executive Board. 

Dr. BRáVO moved the closure of the debate and suggested that a vote should be 

taken on Dr. Hayek's proposal. 

Dr. TABA, wondered whether the Board was competent to discuss the matter,油ich 

would seem to fall more within the province of the Health Assembly. 

D r ' M Y E K explained that he was not asking for a decision at the present stage. 

He merely wished the proposal outlined in document ЕВЮ/30 and the opinion of the 

Board to be circulated to Member States by the Director-General and a report thereon 

submitted to a later session. 



The DIREGTOR-GENSRAL remarked that arçr resolution taken try the Board would be 

transmitted to governments for their consideration at afliture Health Assembly, but he 

suggested that the Board should first decide whether it was in favour, or otherwise, 

of the recommendation. 

Decision; Drо Hayek1 s proposal was put to the vote and rejected by 

twel.ve votes to one, with two abstentions. 

6. INTERIM REPORT CONCERNING THE STATUS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REGIONAL 

OFFICE FOR AFRICA: Item 27.2 of the Agenda (document EBlO/27) 

Dr. TOGBA proposed that the Director-General should be requested to take the 

necessary steps for an agreement to be concluded as soon as possible in accordance with 

the principles and conditions already accepted by other host governments, and to 

report thereon to the eleventh sesgi.on of the Board. 

‘• , v. • » 
Decision; The Board noted document EBlO/27 and approved Dr. Togba's proposal. 

7. REVIEW OF APPOINTMENTS TO EXEERT ADVISORT EbNELS AND CCMMITTEES: Item 10 of the 

Agenda (document EELO/19 ) 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL explained that the composition of expert advisory panels 

and committees was not complete, new members being added, as and when expert committees 

convened, in accordance with the requirements of particular items on the agenda. 

Professor CAMPERIA. made the following general comments: It would be noted that 

while ths panels of experts listed in document EBIO/19 were established on a fair 

geographical distribution, several were far from ccmplete. He suggested that the 



Expert Advisoiy Panels on (l) International Quarantine, (2) Professional and Technical 

Education and (3) Public Health Administration should be enlarged as soon as possible. 

He hoped that the Board would be in a position to examine a more complete list 

of panels and expert committees at its eleventh session. 

Decision; The Board noted doctiment EBlO/19. 

S. CLOSURE OF SESSION 

The CHAIRMAN said that all items on the agenda had been disposed of. Eefore 

closing the session, he wished to thank all members for thdlr loyal co-operation, which 

had enabled the Board's proceedings to be concluded promptly. It had been a great 

pleasure to preside over the meetings and he greatly appreciated the friendly attitude 

and help of all. 

D r ° BMVO， on behalf of the Board, expressed appreciation of the able leadership 

and the tact with 他ich the Chairman had conducted the debates, thus enabling the Board 

t,o reach positive conclusions and to finish the work within so short a time. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Bravo and declared the tenth session closed. 

The meeting rose__at_5.35 p.m. 


